This paper proposes a technique for the logical labelling of document images. It makes use of a decision-tree based approach to learn and then recognise the logical elements of a page. A state-of-the-art OCR gives the physical features needed by the system. Each block of text is extracted during the layout analysis and raw physical features are collected and stored in the ALTO format. The data-mining method employed here is the "Improved CHi-squared Automatic Interaction Detection" (I-CHAID). The contribution of this work is the insertion of logical rules extracted from the logical layout knowledge to support the decision tree. Two setups have been tested; the first uses one tree per logical element, the second one uses a single tree for all the logical elements we want to recognise. The main system, implemented in Java, coordinates the third-party tools (Omnipage for the OCR part, and SIPINA for the I-CHAID algorithm) using XML and XSL transforms. It was tested on around 1000 documents belonging to the ICPR'04 and ICPR'08 conference proceedings, representing about 16,000 blocks. The final error rate for determining the logical labels (among 9 different ones) is less than 6%.
INTRODUCTION
Reverse engineering is becoming a common tool for document structure recognition of raw images capable of reaching good recognition results. 12 This task involves an implicit document structure modelling, whose construction is made difficult due to the complexity of the mapping between physical and logical structures. Both structures are rarely unique, and in most of the cases, there is no unambiguous mapping between them.
Some works proposed automatic procedures for modelling 1, 3 or formats as DAFS 6 have been developed for this purpose, but, it seems that none of them have been generally adopted, indicating that they may not be extensible and general enough to comply with the requirements.
In this paper, we assume that the physical layout analysis is performed by a state-of-the-art OCR, and we propose a generic data-mining approach to tackle the problem of the logical structure recognition. The kernel of the system relies on a decision tree: the "Improved CHi-squared Automatic Interaction Detection" (I-CHAID) algorithm. It uses results of the OCR converted in ALTO format to create a model of the physical layout. On top of the syntactic rules generated from the document description, we add structural and logical rules to support the original tree for finding the final logical structure of the document.
IMPROVED CHAID ALGORITHM
The Improved CHAID Algorithm, 9 is based on data discrimination by trees. Decision tree is one common method used in data mining to extract predicted information. The pioneers of this work were Morgan and Sonquist.
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They used the regression trees in a prediction and explanation process: AID (Automatic Interaction Detection). Several discrimination and classification methods followed, based on the same representation paradigm by trees: THAID (Theta AID) and CHAID (CHi-squared Automatic Interaction Detection). 9 In machine learning, most of the techniques are based on information theory. The first method was ID3 proposed by Quinlan (Induction of decision tree).
14 Many heuristics were proposed in Nineteenth Century to improve the behaviour of the Quinlan's system, leading to the famous C4.5 method. This mobility emerged the concept of lattice graphs 16 which was popularised by the induction graphs of the SIPINA method.
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In his SIPINA software, Rokotamalala exposes the principle of the decision tree construction for classification and discrimination problems. The problem is to predict the output value (or the class) of an object from a set of variables, discretes or continuous. It is a question of finding a partitioning of the individuals that we can represent by a decision tree. The objective is to produce individual groups, the most homogeneous as possible from the point of view of the variable to be predicted. The idea is to represent the empirical distribution of the attribute to be predicted by each node of the tree. Thus, the tree build favours the more "discriminating" attributes.
Here, the difficulty is to choose among N attributes characterising the structure elements that made it possible to have the best discrimination rate. There is a great number of information or statistical criteria, the most used is the entropy of Shannon and its alternatives. Another way of characterising the segmentation is to measure the causality between the variable candidate and the variable to be predicted.
For the process comprehension, it should be noted that a segmentation makes it possible to define a contingency table crossing the variable to be predicted and the descriptor candidate. In the following, we will adopt the notations to describe the numbers resulting from the crossing of the attribute class with K modalities and a descriptor with L methods. 
To evaluate the relevance of a variable in the segmentation, CHAID proposes the independence deviation χ 2 defined by Eqn. 1.
The values of χ 2 are not bounded, they are in the range [0, +∞[. The main drawback is the high emphasis of the descriptors having a high number of modalities. To reduce this negative impact, it is much more suitable to normalise by the number of freedom degrees. The formula T of Tschuprow (Eqn. 2) has values now in a range [0, 1] . This new equation gives the Improved CHAID algorithm.
.
The I-CHAID used in this paper has the following parameters:
• "P-level" for splitting nodes: The computed p-value of the χ 2 statistic is compared to this threshold. When it is greater, the split process is not performed. If we decrease the "P-level" threshold, we obtain a shorter tree.
• "P-level" for merging nodes: The merging process compares the class distribution in the leaves. It searches for the two most similar leaves. They are merged together if the difference between distributions is not significant enough. The statistical significance is determined by comparing the computed P-value of the test with this "P-level" threshold defined by the users. If we decrease the threshold, we obtain larger trees. If we increase the threshold, we obtain a more compact tree.
• Bonferroni adjustment: as we are multiplying the tests at each node to find the best solutions, we increase in the same time the probability of finding a good solution. The true "P-value" of these tests must be suitable with this kind of adjustment.
APPLICATION TO DOCUMENT ZONE LABELLING
Based on the Improved CHAID algortihm for the document model generation, we propose a flexible and generic approach to deal with several document classes ( Fig. 1 ) Figure 1 . Reverse engineering overview using physical information in ALTO format producing the final logical structure
Feature extraction
Document images are first recognized by an OCR. In this work, we employed the commercial OCR Omnipage 16 from the Nuance company. 13 It is one of the leader softwares to handle OCR and document conversion of home office processes.
On the dataset we used, this OCR reaches almost perfect results in both physical layout analysis and text transcription. There are few errors, and hopefully, only in the character recognition. All the physical attributes of the blocks, that we really rely on, can be always considered as correct.
Note that we concretely use the ALTO (Analyzed Layout and Text Object)
2 XML schema to read our input. Other OCR can be used to replace Omnipage. Most of the time, a XSL is enough to make the conversion from a proprietary format to the standard ALTO.
On top of the individual raw attributes of each block of text, we completed them with some statistics concerning the hole set blocks. This is the case, for example, of the space-size-average which describes the mean empty zone size between each pair of blocks.
The table 2 shows 20 of the 45 possible features for the I-CHAID algorithm. Each line represents a block and each column depicts an attribute.
This table is generated automatically from the ALTO document, then edited manually by the expert to put the logical tag (Title, Author, Address, Abstract, Keywords, SubTitle, Caption, Footer, Other). Our groundtruth is composed of this kind of table. 
Decision tree construction
The goal is to construct the decision tree which will be as shallow as possible. Indeed, with a deep tree, the decision may be too specific and too close to the learning data. A shallow tree favours the most discriminative attributes and can have high generalisation capabilities. The difficulty lies in choosing among n attributes characterizing the blocks, the one allowing the highest discrimination rate, and having the maximum individuals per node. This process is repeated after each segmentation i.e. each node of the tree. The formal mechanism follows these steps:
• Create the root The more we go down in the tree, the more complex is the criterion comparison. The number of entries and the number of criteria are also complexity factors. SIPINA allows us to automate the searching process for discriminating criteria performed by T .
The figure 2 shows the decision corresponding to the "Abstract" tag. The first node (the root) indicates 4301 blocks where 39 represent abstracts and 4262 other possibilities. These 39 abstracts are then shared into two sets: 10 and 29, thanks to the attribute "Content Abstract" using the segmentation criteria T (equal to 0.6132 in the table 3.a). The other attributes, in the left side, are successively: the relative position in the page ("relativeHpos"), the page number ("page"), and for the right side: the line number ("Nb Line"). These attributes correspond to: "Hpos", "Pag", "NbL" mentioned in the table 2. We can observe that there are uncertainties in the tree concerning the distribution and thus there will be errors during the recognition.
Deduction and coding rules
From this decision tree, SIPINA provides in addition the optimal physical rules to discriminate the sample blocks for each tag. These rules are then translated and coded in a JAVA class model, which aim is to establish the probability that a block will have a specific tag. At each leave of the tree, a correlation index (i.e. χ 2 ) is performed for each attribute of the father. We consider this correlation index enough discriminant when its value is greater than 0.5. In this case, the condition on the attribute is considered sufficient to discriminate a large number of blocks. It can be seen as an exclusive OR and not as a logical AND which expresses more the child nesting.
The source code stemmed from the previous decision tree (Fig. 2) is given in the figure 4 . From the root, we establish the first condition on the block ("isContentAbstractWord") to determine if it is a "Content Abstract" or not. Then, going down in the tree, we iterate with another condition concerning the horizontal position ("getRelativeHeight"), etc. A strength test is performed for each attribute. The corresponding value assigned in the variable point is provided by the strength value of table 3.b and table 3.c. The sum of the point values represents the probability that the block represents an "Abstract".
Logical rules
The logical rules are defined by the operator for a given document class and for each tag. They consolidate and reinforce the tag probability when it is logically well located, and decrease the probability of the other tags which do not correspond to the logical model. The table 3 indicates the correction weights (translated in probabilities). These gains or corrections are set empirically. Figure 4 . Source Code generated from the "Abstract" decision tree
Structure recognition
Two methods have been experimented. The first one uses a decision tree per tag. For each block, the physical and logical rules are applied. Each rule stemmed from each decision tree provides a specific tag which leads to a multi-tagging for each block. The tag with the highest strength is selected as the winner. The tag strength is the weighted sum of the physical and logical probabilities. These probabilities are weighted considering the empirical ratios 2/3 for the physical and 1/3 for the logical.
The second method uses a single decision tree which is global to all the tags. As previously, for each block, corresponding physical and logical rules are applied. Each block is labelled only once.
EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS
We have experimented this approach on around 1000 documents containing about 16,000 blocks. They are stemmed from ICPR04 7 and ICPR08 8 proceedings. The documents are in PDF and can be directly read by Omnipage OCR 16. The two approaches are compared using the measures: recall, precision, insertion rate and error rate. Globally, the results are satisfactory. In the first approach (i.e. with one tree by tag), the average recall is around 95.7%, the average precision is around 93.5% and the average error rate is 5.9%. In the second approach (i.e. with one global tree), the average recall is around 93.0%, the average precision is around 94.0% and the average error rate is 6.4%. Figure 5 details the percentages for each tag. The chart on the left side shows the precision and recall measurements of both methods while the chart on the right side shows error rates for both methods. The multi-tagging method is more flexible to add new tags type and obtain better results. However the results of both methods are close.
CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
We have presented in this paper a new method for logical document structure labelling. It is based on decision tree which learn the relationships between the physical features given by commercial OCR on each block of text and the logical labels given by an expert during the training step. The decision tree is consolidated by logical rules, also given by the expert, which are simply deduced from the hierarchical organisation of the blocks. Although all the different steps of the system are not yet fully automatic, we conducted experimentation on 1000 real documents picked from the ICPR 2004 and 2008 proceedings. The first results showed that the error rates are in average less than 6% for the 9 possible labels. 
